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How can I recover my Symantec Recovery Disk.ISO-2010 key and recover my data from my.iso file.. 1 Apr. For more information on subscribing to Serial Solutions: Serial Solutions provides solutions for an
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Use IDM to create a. Hi! ;Q: PL/SQL loop - row with maximum value I'm trying to write a PL/SQL loop that returns the most-frequently occurring value in a table. I've tried: SELECT * FROM table WHERE value
IN (SELECT value FROM table GROUP BY value HAVING COUNT(*) >= 1) But the column name is a problem. A: You can use ROW_NUMBER: SELECT * FROM ( SELECT *, ROW_NUMBER() OVER (PARTITION BY

value ORDER BY count DESC) rn FROM table ) X WHERE rn = 1 Q: Calculate speed of bullet on a trajectory? What method would be most accurate for calculating the speed of a bullet as it traverses the bullet
through time? My first approach was to take the speed of the bullet, and the initial velocity (jerk) and use a math formula. The math formula I was using was: Speed = (Jerk + Jerk x time)/Jerk x
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